A showcase of creative works produced by students in classes across the College of Fine & Applied Arts. Participating departments:

Applied Design
Art
Communication
Military Science & Leadership
Sustainable Development
Sustainable Technology & the Built Environment
Theatre & Dance

Hosted by the Climate Stories Collaborative with support from:
### Climate Stories Performances

#### Act I (5:15)
- The Narcissism of Small Differences
  - Julia Urh, Devon Bucey, Sophie Weiner & Cameron Drummond
- Eye on the Horizon
  - Hunter Eggleston
- Tomato Tarts
  - Amelia Chedister

#### Act II (6:15)
- The Penguins
  - Daniel Adkins, Hannah Magee, Sam Cole, Joe Perdue & Jayden Lorentz
- A Pikarious Future
  - Alex Payne
- Golfing in the Shadow of the Well
  - Samuel Wenzel

#### Act III (7:15)
- Single Use
  - Shane Buchheit & Christina Donovan
- Deeply Rooted
  - Sarah Melotte Hase
- Silence of the Wolves
  - Cyna Woodard
- Wildfire
  - Joe Perdue & Kaitlyn Lyon

### Students Contributing Climate Stories Works

- Shelby Adams: Jansen Coulter, Maggie Hopkins
- Daniel Adkins: Ella Crookshanks, Heath Houpe
- Belva Barringer: Christina Donovan, Kelly Jackson
- Emily Barsdale: Jared Drake, Brandon Jackomin
- Alan Beauvais: Cameron Drummond, Nikki Jansen
- Ray Bellamy: Torie Dunagan, Marcia Johnson
- Sandy Bernard: Hunter Eggleston, Shawe Jones
- Devon Bucey: Rachel Erukar, Jordan Kimbrell
- Shane Buchheit: Paige Eyberg, Mary Jo Gehman
- Kevin Burgess: Paul Gates,3
- Lauren Burrows: Adrienne Fouts, Jordan Kimbrell
- Stephen Bynum: Melinee Goodman, Shobih Vanamali
- Damalis Caraballo: Will Green, Joe Perdue
- Alex Carroll: Michael Gregerson, Savanna Way
- Kalena Cefaretti: Hannah Groves, Hannah Magee
- Jessica Chaplain: Cheyenne Grubbs, Sarah Melotte Hase
- Amelia Chedister: Austin Hale, Joe Perdue
- Quinn Chody: Jacob Hart, Dallas Linger
- Mason Cobb: Sarah Melotte Hase, Jeffery Linder
- Sam Cole: Robert Havelka, Jessica Litwak
- Ashley Collins: Garrett Hawkins, Jayden Lorentz
- Lydia Congdon: Mackenzie Holland, Brandon Lu
- Eva Conrad: Jazmine Hollins, Kaitlyn Lyon

### Other Faculty Contributors to the Climate Stories Collaborative

- Bradley Archer: Newly Paul
- Laurie Atkins: Mimi Perreault
- Travis Donovan: Janice Pope
- Emily Barsdale: Cameron Drummond
- Alan Beauvais: Jordan Kimbrell
- Ray Bellamy: Melinee Goodman
- Sandy Bernard: Joe Perdue
- Devon Bucey: Grey Von Cannon
- Shane Buchheit: Virginia Weimer
- Kevin Burgess: Kelly Knowles
- Lauren Burrows: Shobi Vanamali
- Stephen Bynum: Savannah Way
- Alex Carroll: Magnifico Hopkins
- Kalena Cefaretti: Branden Jackomin
- Jessica Chaplain: Shea Jones
- Amelia Chedister: Dione Linder
- Quinn Chody: Dallas Linger
- Mason Cobb:argh
- Sam Cole: Robert Havelka
- Ashley Collins: Garrett Hawkins
- Lydia Congdon: Mackenzie Holland
- Eva Conrad: Jazmine Hollins

---

**Art is integral to imagining new worlds.**

—Mary Mattingly, environmental artist